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By Ondrea Levine, Stephen Levine

RED WHEEL/WEISER, United States, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New. Revised. Language: English .
Brand New Book. For more than 32 years, Stephen and Ondrea Levine have provided emotional
and spiritual support to those who face life-threatening illness and their caregivers; deeply affecting
hundreds of thousands of people in the process. The Healing I Took Birth For, which was begun
after Ondrea s own medical prognosis that foretold the end of a lifetime of spiritual exploration, is
the culmination of her work. Their collaboration, in the service of the dying, especially during the
height of the AIDS epidemic, set them both more deeply on the path of compassion--compassion for
self, for others, for all. The Healing I Took Birth For is the heartfelt sharing of Ondrea s life of service
and a deeply inspiring example of how one faces illness and great personal difficulties, with a deep
spiritual practice and grace. It is the most intimate collaboration she and Stephen have worked on
and it will inspire readers to find their own way toward living a life of compassion.
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The book is simple in read through safer to understand. I could comprehended everything out of this published e pdf. I discovered this book from my i and
dad advised this pdf to learn.
-- Ma ud K ula s I--  Ma ud K ula s I

This publication is wonderful. I could comprehended every thing out of this published e publication. You can expect to like the way the blogger write this
publication.
-- Eliseo Rippin-- Eliseo Rippin
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